Cost-Effective, Feature-Rich Phones with Style

Avaya’s family of feature-rich PARTNER® telephones offers a choice of four sleek, contemporary telephones that suit virtually any surroundings and decor. The phones can be used on your desks or be wall mounted for added flexibility and convenience.

Available in black, gray, or white, all the PARTNER telephones have built-in features including:

- Dual LED indicators
- Two-way speakerphone
- Intercom
- Hands-free answer on intercom (HFAI)
- Hold
- Transfer
- Conference
- Message waiting light (for use with optional voice mail)
- Programmable feature/line buttons.

A Unique Display Capability

Two PARTNER telephone models also include a backlit adjustable display—a unique feature available only from Avaya. The two-line by 24-character display includes the date and time, the number you are dialing, and the extension and co-worker name for internal calls that you receive.

With Caller ID, you also have the option of seeing external caller information (name and number, up to 15 characters) on your PARTNER telephone display. This not only adds value to your phone investment—it also saves you the cost of investing in separate Caller ID display units.
The unique adjustable display can be tilted to fit the user’s comfort and to maximize readability. The display content itself is available in a choice of languages—English, French, or Spanish.

A Flexible Combination

Avaya adds more flexibility and value to business communications by making the MERLIN MAGIX™ Integrated System compatible with the PARTNER Enhanced Tip/Ring (ETR) telephones.

That means if you are upgrading from a PARTNER system to the MERLIN MAGIX Integrated System, you have the flexibility to reuse your PARTNER telephones with your new system—protecting the investment you have already made in phones.

In addition, the MERLIN MAGIX system allows you to choose the telephones that fit your needs and your budget. Select PARTNER ETR phones, MERLIN MAGIX 4400-Series Digital Telephones, MERLIN LEGEND® Multiline Extension (MLX) phones, or a combination, up to a total of 200 phones. (Your Avaya Representative can tell you about differences in PARTNER phone features and functionality when the phones are connected to a MERLIN MAGIX system.)

So, you have flexibility to choose the phones that best suit your needs—to grow your communications system as your business grows, and to do it in the way that is most cost-effective for you.

To learn more about the PARTNER family of telephones, talk to your Avaya Representative, Business Partner, or Sales Agent. Also visit us at avaya.com/solutions.

1 Requires subscription to Caller ID service. May be limited by local availability or serving central office equipment.